In this papcr, wc propose a projective rccotistruction algorithm for a circular motion image scqucncc. We first formulate the circular motion constmint in the Euclidcan frame, and thcn deduce its expmsion in a projective frame. The circular motion constmint is gradually enforced during the ilerntions o f a projectivr rccotistruction. This approich can be uscd to deal with both constant and varying intrinsic parameters. Expcriniental results for synthetic and rcal data are presented to illustrate the performance and improvcments orour approach ovcr methods based on general motion.
INTRODUCTION
Circular motion image sequence i s obtaincd when images are captured by a camera on a rotating arm or a fixed camera pointing towards an rotating object. Constructing 3D models from these special configurations has attracted a lot of attentions [5,2, 3l.To make use o f the huce 2D ooint corresmndences. Niem and Buscbmann Section 4. In Section 5. we folmulate the problem of projeclivc rcconstruction with circular motioii constraint. In Scction 6. the case of constaiit intrinsic parameters i s shown to be a spccial case ofthc varying parameter problem. The gcncralized algorithm is given in Section 7. Experimcntal results for synthetic and real data are p m sented in Section 8 lo illustrate the performance and improvements of our approach over methods based on general motion. Concluding remarks are givcn in Section 9. 
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider multiple cameras with projection matrices Pc viewing a set o f 3D points Xj captured as image points on the image planes o f the cameras as ~.
[5] provided a system for constructing 3D models from well-controlled
Az7x.j = P%X,
(1) circular motion~(i.e., cameras are calibrated and the exact camera positions arc measured). Fitzgibbon et al. [2] proposed to reduce the constraints to unknown constant intrinsic parameters over all the views. I n [2], the reconstruction ambiguity for circular motion image sequence i s discussed. However, the problem of varying intrinsic panmeters for auto-focusing and zooming cameras i s not addressed. Tang and Hung [6] proposed a factorization-based method by solving a sequence of weighted least-squares (WLS) problems to achieve minimization of 2D reprojection error.
In this paper, we propose a factorization-based method for projective reconstrytion for a circular motion image sequence. The condition o f constant intrinsic parameters [Z] i s relaxed to varying intrinsic parameters. We will give a formulation o f the circular motion constraint in both the Euclidean and projective frames. During the iterative process i n projective reconstruction, the constraint is enforced gradually.
The paper is organized as follows. The projective reconstruction problem i s formulated in Section 2. Some background on the factorization-based method for projective reconstruction i s given in Section 3. The theory of circular motion constraint is given in where H E 324x4 i s the projective transformation to upgrade the reconstructed projective'frame to the Euclidean frame, 0. i s the scaling factor for the i t h camera, and P: i s the 3'd row o f P,. R = 1 to start the algorithm.
2. Put R = R + 1.
Fix X -' and P"-', evaluatc fl' by solving niin F p ( P k -' , X"',p'). (Iuij1, 1vij1) . A sequence of weighted linear least-squares (WLS) problems is formulated iteratively on Fp(P, X, fl) for solving one of P, X and X as free parameters while fixing the other two parameters, as given in Algorithm l .
Reconstruction Ambiguity
It has been shown in [2] that for a camera with fixed intrinsic parameters undergoing known circular motion, if the first camera centre is at'position T = [t 0 OIT and the camera is rotated around the Z-axis of the world coordinate system, the projection matrices P, in the Euclidean frame for the i i h view can be written as (4) where M is a homography including the fixed intrinsic parameters 
CIRCUIAR MOTION CONSTRAINT FOR PROJECTIVE RECONSTRUCTION
It will he helpful in the following sections to consider that the objcct is fixed and that the caineril rotates about a fixed axis around the object. The world coordinate system is chosen as in Section 3.2.
(6)
For controlled circular motion, we may assume:
1. The camera centres lie on a circle in the motion plane.
The rotation angles 8, between the ith view and the first
Under the above assumptions, we can deduce that in the Euclidean frame the camera centre 0, for the i t h view satisfies the following equation where 01 is the camcra centre of the first view. (7) will he referred to as the circular motion constraint. Our purpose is to find a projective reconstruction method which ensures that the camera centres satisfy (7) in some Euclidean frame. It has been shown in Section 3.2 that the projection matrix can be expressed as (6). 
BH-'R,(&).
C; = RT(8i)Ci. Obviously. in thc projective frame the raincra centres do not sillisfy (7) 2nd Pi does not have the form of (8). But there cxists a projective transformation 111 which will transform 0, into a frame where (7) i s satisfied. The next theorem shows that under such a transformation, thc projection matrices will have the form (U). and p:3T are scaled so their last entries are equal to one. Then rlze projecrion matrices P: irr the new pmjective frame can be expmsed as P. ! = PiHL' = KiPoHR,(Bi), i.e. the projection marrica a n in form of (8).
Due lo the limit of space, we omit the proof for Theorem 1.
2. Dccompusition of Pmjection matrices
According toTheorem 1, after transformation with the matrix Hi the new projection matrices Pi can be written as P: = A , B R , (6's). 
. , n)
into one 3n x 4 matrix P, the rank of P should s t i l l be 3. By Algorithm 2 Generalized Algorithm for Circular Motion I. Use the rcsults of Algorithm I as k, P h , p k and Xi..
2.
Evaluate Bk as in Sec.5.2.
3. P u t k = k + l . 
4.

THE GENERALIZED ALGORITHM
The complete generalized algorithm for circular motion constraint with varying and constant intrinsic parameters i s given in Algo- 
Performance on 3 0 Ermr
A transformation H is computed by an optimization melhod to upgrade thc reconstructed shape X to the ground truth M so that M; = H X j has minimal 3D error. In Fig. 2 , it can he seen that the reconstructed scene i s closer to the ground truth under the circular motion constraint.
Real Data
The projective reconstruction algorithm is tested with a sequence of images taken by a static camera l w k i n g at a model house on a turntable. The intrinsic parameters of the camera are fixcd while capturing the images so there i s no need to estimate Ai. The 
CONCLUSION
In this psper, we propose a new projective reconstruction method for minimizing 2D reprojection error for a circular motion image sequence. This generalized algorithm can be applied to image sequences with varying or constant intrinsic parameters. With the circular motion constraint, the accuracy of reconstruction c m be improved i n terms of 3 0 error and the reconstructed projective frame can provide accurate results for the camera calibration methods relying on epipolar geometry (e.g., [4] ).
